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About This Content

GameGuru Antiques In The Attic Pack

If your game idea requires old-style decor to populate and furnish your levels, then look no further than this amazing collection
of over 100 high-quality, PBR ready assets for your next game-making project.

The detail you get from each object in this assembly is superb, and yet you get a huge choice of items, including:

 5 Bed Objects

 6 Chairs

 6 Books

 11 Cabinet Pieces

 3 Cat Cage Pieces

 10 Fireplace Poker and Log Pieces
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 4 Grandfather Block Pieces

 3 Radios

 3 Old Bottles

 3 Luggage Boxes

 4 Rugs

 3 Shelve Units

 3 Standing Globe Pieces

 5 Tables

 2 Vacuum Cleaner

You also get a statue, canoe, chandeliers, coat hanger, desk lamp, doll, desk fan, frame, iron stove, lamp, mannequin, old lamp,
old bathtub, old sled, old TV, old washing machine, phone, pistol, ski and pole, standing lamp, tennis racket, trumpet,

typewriter, violin, washer and an old wheelbarrow. These game ready objects would not be out of place in a contemporary AAA
game, and they can be yours for an amazing price.

To use this pack, when you run GameGuru and click on Add New Entity in the Library you will see a category called "Antiques
In The Attic". Click on this to start browsing through your new game assets. All the assets in this pack are royalty-free, meaning

any game you make with them can be legally sold by you.
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Title: GameGuru - Antiques In The Attic Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Game Development
Developer:
The Game Creators
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 2GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 5.0)

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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I got this game while it's 50% off.

I do not own a VR kit.

Played for almost 24 hrs straight.

Had a ♥♥♥♥ing blast.

I would buy this game at 50 dollars even without VR. (which mentioned before, I do not have)

I can't imagine how much fun this would be with VR.

Going to buy VR just because of this game.

I promise you will love it.

. Pretty solid, RTS that emphasizes economy and area control, with a couple of fun twists on the formula. This also pushes back
against the hurtful stereotype that Vikings just loved murder and plunder by emphasizing how much they loved farming and salt-
preserving Atlantic Cod.. 4 maps for 5\u20ac... 10 minutes of gameplay at max for each map... not even lvl 100 maps.... you can
increase the size of your balls...

10\/10. It's pretty average ngl. +Stellar music bringing me back at least 23 years.
+Simple but challenging gameplay with multiple upgradeable ships and weapons.
+Co-op with up to 5 friend.
+Potatoboss.

- Depending of your generation you might find this price a bit steep

7+ \/ 10

"Space shooters never die, but you will, many many times...". Alekhin's Gun is a hybrid of Hitman, Velvet Assassin and earlier
Splinter Cells, so is a stealth based game:
+Solid graphics-runs well.
+Nice WWII atmosphere
+/-Reasonable AI
+/-Optimized well
+/-Decent mechanics
+/-Decent amount of freedom (some linear parts with limited flexibility to accomplish agenda).
- Not enough interactive components in the environments and very specific sequences, which is a big negative for this style of
game.
-A few bugs and crashes. You can save anytime makes it better.

If you are a stealth fan or hitman fan (Hitman-they are only releasing the first parts of the game now) even a bit of sniper elite
V2 (less shooting but WW2 atmosphere) and Styx-Master of Shadows then it should be on your list imo. They made the game
Death to Spies (outdated now though) so are not just a hitman clone.

I watched ample videos on it the past few months before release too, so could tell it was a solid stealth game with various paths
and strategy but also has limitations and is rough around the edges in some regards. It has decent replay value since you have a
few methods to accomplish missions, although some aspects are linear.

I believe its priced well too at $30-40 on PC. I've completed all 11 level, so should get about 15-20 hrs if you do some searching
and take your time trying to be covert and get good scores. I wanted to replay specific levels (with upgrades, maybe on harder
difficulty), but don't believe I saw that option however to select individual levels, esp after beating the game :(
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Warning it has been rated low on some major sites (3 on IGN, WTF), its not for everyone, but imo its very solid game and the
stealth genre needs more development.

8.5/10
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I'm still laughing at the 36 year old crawling over the floor,
trying to hide behind the ruins of his once mighty snowfortress,
dodging snowballs in 21\u00b0 C.

That's right me!
I'm looking at you!. Had a glitch after finishing the first 20 waves that made it so I couldn't progress, though. For $2 I got my
money's worth. Very fun clicker game.. This Game Best i Got on this al level. 20\/10 am now buying this game for all my
friends and a couple strangers

ps: the theme song is now stuck in my head on an infinite repeat. Don't expect Dragon Age or The Witcher here.
It's simple, kind of retro and it's fun though.
2D turn-based hack-n-slash?. The game is cliche and is generic, very primitive. but what makes this game so fun is how badly
created it is. this game is amazing for speedrunning because of the amount of glitches. i found a glitch to get the first weapon
early and even on to skip the only and final boss fight of the entire game xD. Dont buy this expecting a well put together game,
buy it to explore in depth how screwed and how glitchy a game can get, and then have fun with the hilarious glitches.. Boring,
horrible controls and weak gameplay.. I can't recommend this song to bass players, half the time you won't play anything, and
the rest is rather simple and boring.
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